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 Infragistics Windows Forms controls provide breadth and depth in enabling developers to bring modern, trend-setting applications 

to market while shortening development time. If you need gesture/touch support, dynamic themes, and lightning fast performance in 

one package, look no further. 

 

 

 

 

Top-performing controls for every aspect of 

software development  

Add complete usability and extreme functionality 

to your next desktop application with the depth 

and breadth our Windows Forms UI controls. 

Infragistics Windows Forms continues to make 

strides in user experience. 
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Installation 

Downloading Download Infragistics Controls for Windows Forms here 

What’s Changed 

Component Product Impact Description 

AppStylistRuntime Bug Fix App styling is not applied to "fx" in the selected tab of the formula builder. 

Category Chart Bug Fix CalloutLayer does not render correctly 

Chart Bug Fix Application slowdown when quickly changing series brush 

Chart Bug Fix Legend are not getting updated when changing the datasource 

Chart Bug Fix LegendItemMouse events do not work in Windows Forms. 

Combo Bug Fix Vertical scrollbar is shown even when not needed 

Combo Bug Fix Exception when Returning False from ShouldDisplayText on UltraDropDown and dropping down an 
AddNewRow cell 

Combo Bug Fix Displaytext of last checkbox entry not shown in combo text 

DataChart Bug Fix In the DataChart setting the interval value hang the application 

DataChart Bug Fix Out Of Range Exception when adding Series to DataChart 

DataChart Bug Fix Arrow pointer on the CategoryTooltipLayer is fuchsia 

DataChart Bug Fix LinearGradientBrushes do not draw in the Legend 

DataChart Bug Fix SystemOutofRange exception when setting strips on axis 

DataChart Bug Fix 
Visual data still contains info in callout shapes for callouts removed and no longer visible in the chart  

https://www.infragistics.com/products/windows-forms
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Documents Bug Fix Documents.Reports.GraphicsProxy DrawString for multi-line strings increments y position of each line 
by measured height of entire multi-line string instead of a single line height 

Excel Bug Fix Assert: "This is unexpected" when loading a Workbook with a Fill Color Sort. 

Excel Bug Fix Excel Library throwing NullReferenceException' exception 

Grid Bug Fix Binding the grid to a datasource with over 20,000 columns takes a long time 

Grid Bug Fix NullReferenceException occurs with pressing tab key. 

Grid Bug Fix AutoSizing a column that is using a FormattedTextEditor and a DataFilter is not AutoSizing correctly 
based on the displayed text. 

Grid Bug Fix Summaries are not calculated correctly for out-of-view rows when loading a layout 

Grid Bug Fix Depending on the column order of disabled columns, TemplateOnTopWithTabRepeat may not work 
correctly. 

Grid Bug Fix 

Grid showing misalignment , appears scrambled after new cell validation 
 
The display corruption is actually a symptom of a less obvious issue. As soon as you type a single 
character into the TemplateAddRow, the row changes from a TemplateAddRow to a regular AddRow. 
You can see this clearly because it transitions from the TemplateAddRowAppearance to the normal 
AddRow appearance (the row background changes from green to gray).  
 
The real problem here is that even though the row is no longer a TempalteAddRow, it's still using the 
TemplateAddRowSpacingBefore  abd TemplateAddRowSpacingAfter. In fact, the row is actually 
resolving these properties correctly, but it's just not updating the display. So the bug is occurring 
before you tab out of the cell.  
 
The correct behavior here is that is that as soon as you type into the TemplateAddRow, the spacing 
should immediately be removed. 

Grid Bug Fix Exception encountered when interacting with property grid 

Grid Bug Fix Using the WrapHeaderText property hang the application in version 18.1.20181.177 
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Grid Bug Fix Memory leak exists when using the same instance of an editor in a column in the UltraGrid. 

Grid Bug Fix Grid designer crashes if you attempt to add a child band when there is an existing column that has the 
same key. 

Grid Bug Fix Using the WrapHeaderText property hang the property grid 

Grid Bug Fix When a grid is inside ZoomPanel, cells on an unfixed column become uneditable after ZoomFactor is 
changed. 

RadialGauge Bug Fix Incorrect needle position 

Schedule Bug Fix 

Incomplete date being displayed on a UltraTimelineView for Japanese culture 
 
The issue here is not specific to Japanese culture. Japanese culture is only relevant here because it uses 
a different ambient font: Yu Gothic UI, 9pt. 
 
This font is very unusual in that for certain characters and strings, the Bolded version of the font 
measures smaller (in width) than the regular version. 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix 
Sorting after selecting a range of cells that exists inside the Filter Range doesn't work the same as Excel 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix ArgumentOutOfRangeException in Infragistics.Win assembly with frozen row 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix ArgumentOutOfRangeException when pasting in Type field (Format cells dialog) 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Only one row is visible in the Sort dialog after applying Sort Left to right 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix ArgumentOutOfRangeException when changing Sort on with deleted Sort by column 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Custom sort dialog sorts A to Z numeric data 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix ArgumentOutOfRangeException on Cut/Paste - 
Infragistics.Documents.Excel.Worksheet.GetColumnPosition(Int32 columnIndex) 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Shrink to Fit not applied after Sort Left to Right 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Does not put icons On Bottom 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix No icon in the Order combo after Sort Left to Right 
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SpreadSheet Bug Fix Data has headers is enabled when sorting Left to Right 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Order on is emptied when unchecking My data has headres 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Not possible to sort top to bottom after sorting lef to right with a high-numbered row 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Order A to Z and Smallest to Largest is not synched when changing Options until Sort By is changed 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix NRE in format cells dialog after choosing Custom with empty Type 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Normal font checkbox is unchecked after first application 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Both Wrap text and Shrink to fit are enabled on reopening format cells dialog 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Accounting sample is truncated in Format cells dialog 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Sort options from the context menu should have the same text 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Order dropdown has two "No Cell Icon" options 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Missaligned icons of the buttons in the Spreadsheet's Custom Sort 

SpreadSheet  Overlapping checkbox text and button label in Custom Sort Dialog in the 18.2 WinForms 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Strings in the Spreadsheet's Cell Format window are trimmed 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix String in EN in the JP Spreadsheet's 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Normal font checkbox gets unchecked on opening the color picker only 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix Assembly strings (_Case sensitive) are truncated in Spreadsheet sort option dialog 

SpreadSheet Bug Fix The text "Decimal places" in Japanese is truncated in Format cells dialog 

TabControl Bug Fix UltraTabControl throwing ArgumentOutOfRangeException when TabLayoutStyle set to MultiRows 

Toolbars Bug Fix UltraToolbarsManager throwing InvalidOperationException exception for empty tabs 

ToolbarsManager Bug Fix 

Shortcut text for popup menu tools are misaligned. 
 
By default, the shortcut text displayed on the child tools of a PopupMenuTool are right-aligned. A new 
property has been added to the MenuSetting class called RightAlignShortcutText to change the 
alignment. This property has been hidden at design-time in release version 17.2. 

ToolbarsManager Bug Fix not able to open the combo when DockArea loses focus to another form 
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